ASTC ANNUAL AWARDS
2018

TOP WINNING SHIH TZU
GCHG CH Hallmark Jolei Rock Et My World
Owners/Breeders: Diane & Luke Ehricht

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO TOPWINNING SHIH TZU
GCH CH Zephyr Maybe Maybe Maybe
Owners: Dan Haley & Anna Maybin
Breeders: Dan Haley & Clay Williams

CHARING CROSS AWARD
TOP PRODUCING STUD DOG
GCH CH Hallmark Jolei Wedding Bell Blues
CH Lohona's Top Banana
CH Ultra's Blame It On The Romans Spartacus ROM
GCHS CH Zephyr It's Getting Hot In Here
GCHB CH Zephyr Monogram Maybe Marcello

LAINEE AWARD
TOP PRODUCING BROOD BITCH
GCHG CH Zephyr Monogram Maybe Marilyn ROM
Owners/ Breeders: Dan Haley & Clay Williams
COMPANION & PERFORMANCE EVENT AWARDS

TOP REGULAR AGILITY DOG

CH No Doubt About It At Peyton Place, MX, MXB, MXJ, MJS, OF, CA
Terri Jenkins, Barbara Ann Ewer

TOP PREFERRED AGILITY DOG

PACH2 Grimm's Big Guy Andrew Todd, CDX, RAE, NAJ, MXP7, MXPG, MJP7, MJPG, PAX2, OFP, THD, GCA, TKA
Andrew Todd

TOP OBEDIENCE DOG

Halfway to Heaven's All Eyes on Me, CD
Catherine McHaffie

TOP RALLY OBEDIENCE DOG

Shente's Bear Goldstein, CDX, RN, VER, RAE2, MX, AXJ, OF, THD, CGCA, CGCU, FDC, TKA
Burton Goldstein

VERSATILITY EXCELLENT

CH Stars End Love and Best Dishes Ya'll, RN, NJP
Jan Sammons
September 9, 2018

VERSATILITY AWARD

CH Gremar Katra Sylvan Dreams, RN, CGC
Kathleen and Raymond Lackemeyer
October 14, 2018